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Prices and Incomes Policy
and Socialist Politics
Mark Burford
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the question, "How does a labour movement agreement
on prices and incomes fit into a view of the socialist objective and sociatist
politics?" The political context of the discussion has changed substantially
since the paper was first prepared in draft form. 1 The selection of Bob Hawke
as leader of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party, Malcolm Fraser's calling
of a March 5 Federal Election and the consequent electioneering have all
brought the issues of economic planning and Labor's prices and incomes policy
more urgently and sharply into focus.
Although these recent events have necessitated a rapid re-drafting of
this paper it seems well worthwhile to go ahead with the discussion that
forms its basis. Indeed for the labour movement 2 the question of prices
and incomes policy is very much on the agenda. The Labor Party's election
campaign has made that clear. Labor's economic policy - its "national
recovery and reconstruction plan" - launched by Bob Hawke on February 10 states:

"LaboJt'-6 aVlti-.-lI1nlatiol1aJty poUc.1j wLU. JtUIj
011 pJtude.n.t mo I1dalLlj al1d budg dalLlj mal1ag e.me.n.t
al1d the. imple.me.ntaXiol1 on a c.ompJte.he.n6ive.,
dUJtable. pJtic.e.-6 al1d il1c.ome.-6 polic.lj.
Thi-O wLU. be. the. c..ie.alLe.-6t e.xpJte.-6-6iol1 06 the.

3

c.ommitme.n.t to Jte.c.ove.Jt1j thJtough Jte.C.OI1c.iliatiOI1".
It is clear that a Hawke Labor Government will be relying heavily on a
prices and incomes agreement with the trade union movement as a "lynchpin"4
of its approach to the economy. This has been recognised by all media
commentators,5 by the Government parties who have sought to undermine the
policy6 and by the ACTU.
Before moving on to the main body of the discussion I would like to say
a little more about the current political context of the prices and incomes
policy discussion.
Firstly, in recent months the Fraser Government has taken the political
and economic initiative by pushing through a six. to twelve month freeze on
public sector wages, with support from the Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Commission for a freeze in the private sector. The Government
now has a firmly established "incomes policy" of its own. Secondly, the
starkness of the Fraser incomes policy has been underlined by the anti-union
election rhetoric of the Prime Minister and other Government spokespersons.
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Thirdly, the response of the Labor Party and the unions to Fraser's
wages initiative has been unclear, publically lacklustre and unconvincing.
For some time no clear wages policy was able to emerge. This has only been
resolved in the run-up to the election.
Finally, it is worth considering that Bob Hawke as the new Labor
leader is strongly pushing a theme of "national reconciliation and social
partnership" and promising that,
"The 6b1..-6;t irUtiative 06 LaboJL in gove.!Lnmen:t
wilt be ;to convene a National Economic
Con6eJLence (a;t which) LaboJL wilt PJLopo~e a
bJLoad economic ~.tJta,tegy ;to JLu;tOJLe gJLow;th
;to ;the ecovwmy ••. "7

Mr. Hawke's "consensus" approach is the main thrust of his electoral
appeal. It is no simple vote-catching gimmick though. He has been proposing
this sort of formula for years - from the well known Boyer lectures to,
more importantly, his participatiori on the Jackson and Crawford Inquiries
into Australian Manufacturing. 8 The notion of consensus between employers,
employees and government is put forward as a serious basis for economic
planning. This gives rise to a dilemma for the labour movement. Should it
reject any compromise and move into opposition or should it seek to enter
into and shape the consensus? Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU)
spokespersons have made clear their wish to take part in the process outlined
by Mr. Hawke.
This paper argues strongly that socialists in the labour movement should
take the opportunity provided by the consensus approach as a way to enter
into new debates and stake out new areas of legitimacy for the movement in
Australian politics. They should seek to put some "flesh on the bones" of
Mr. Hawke's idea of nationat reconciliation". The proposed national economic
summit may be the most appropriate place to start. If that is the approach
to be taken after the coming to office of a Hawke Labor Government the
following discussion may be worthwhile.
The paper begins with a brief examination of the industrial, economic
and political background to prices and incomes proposals before moving on
to more general discussion. It examines the proposals in the light of the
ALP's "socialist objective" (a useful general statement of socialist aims
in the Australian setting) and the work of some theorists of the European
incomes policy experience. The view taken is that the prices and incomes
policy should be supported as a policy which indeed has socialist components
and which, while being contradictory, can provide the basis for a socialist
approach to current problems in Australia.
LABOUR AND WAGE DETERMINATION IN AUSTRALIA
Former ACTU Secretary Peter Nolan, has pointed out that in a period of
government intervention in the economy "all governments have policies on
incomes".9 Sheehan agrees. He believes that we cannot really ask whether
or not to have an incomes policy, the real question is what ~ of incomes
policy is suitable at a given moment. 10
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In Australia it has been the case for at least the period of this century
that the state has played a major role in influencing economic developments.
The question of what.approach governments and the labour movement have taken
on incomes has been on the agenda all of this time. For most of this period
the response has been to hand the determination of wages to a centralised
agency. Australia's industrial relations history has been dominated by
arbitrated wage fixation since the coming together of the relatively diverse
trends in the labour movement to form the Labor Party, forge the union/Labor
Party link and commit itself to what became the central tenets of Australian
labour politics - arbitration, protectionism, nationalism (and racism).ll
The important tenets for consideration here are those of arbitration and
protectionism. They were brought together by legislation of the new Commonwealth Parliament when it passed the 1904 Conciliation and Arbitration Act
and the 1906 Excise Tariff Act. 12 National capital, the state and labour
were tied together ideologically and legislatively in what was perceived as
a mutually beneficial arrangement. Along with the arrangement came the
concept of the basic wage, an evaluation by the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration of a "fair and reasonable" payment for work and the
view that through conciliation and arbitration peace in industry can be
provided "in the interests of the public. 13
From that founding basis the system of Australian wage fixation, based
upon arbitration, has gone through three distinct periods. These periods
are
(1)

the period 1920 to 1953 when as a general rule the basic wage was
indexed to movements in consumer prices (there were exceptions
however, when rigidly economic considerations were taken into
account such as the 1931 cut of 10 percent as part of the "Premiers'
Plan");

(2)

the period 1953-1974 which saw the decline of the central role of
arbitrated wage fixation (although basic wage adjustment continued
to be the cornerstone) and the rise of wage bargaining in the field
and related development of over award payments (a feature known as
"wages drift"); and

(3)

the period 1975-1981 when centralised indexation of wages re-emerged. 14

Sheehan's analysis of these periods provides a useful framework,
according to which the history of Australian wage fixation is seen as
dominated by three dilemmas or tensions, these being :
(1)

in wage fixation between the needs of wage earners for an adequate
income and the capacity of the economy to pay a given level of
wages;

(2)

between the pressures on the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission
(and its predecessor the Commonwealth Court) to act as a disputesettling authority and the pressures on it to act as an economic
regulator; and
.

(3)

in the overall process of wage fixation, between the dominance of
compulsory arbitration as a means of adjusting wages and the dominance
of collective bargaining. 15
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For example, in the first period (1920-1953) the needs of wage earners
for a "living in a civilised connnunity"16 were the guide for the adjustment
to the basic wage until the crisis of the depression hit and the "capacity
of the economy to pay" became less favourable for workers. 17 Another example,
illustrating the third tension, can be drawn from the second period (19541974), where the balance of the wage determination tended towards collective
bargaining. In a further example, the 1974 National Wage Case decision
showed the Conciliation and Arbitration Connnission expressing its own
confusion between the tension of "needs" and "capacity to pay" when it said:

" ... (We. have.) .•. not Jte.nfllUne.d in the. pct6t nJtom
awa.JtcUng an incJte.ct6 e. in the.Jte. Wct6 a j Ullt c.ct6 e.
nOJt doing /.)0 e.ve.n in i:t6 ac;tion wou.td le.ad to
a we. in pJr.ic.e.J.>. We. aHiJtm thJA appJtoac.h in
the. pJte.J.> e.nt c.ct6 e.. with in M.aU.o n Jtunning at
the. c.UJtJte.nt high Jtate. and having note.d the.
Obhe.Jtva;t.ionJ.> on the. PJr.ic.e.J.> JUlluMc.ation
TJr.ibuna.£. on the. pa.Jtt playe.d by wage. C.O.6.t6 in
ill Jte.c.omme.nda..:tion.6 nOJt pJr.ic.e. incJte.ct6e.J.>, we.
a.Jte. ve.Jty C.OnJ.>c.ioUll on OUJt .6tatutoJty duty to
'have. Jt"e.ga.Jtd .. to the. .6tate. on the. na;t.iona.£.
e.c.onomy and the. iiQe.£.y e.nne.c.t.6 on that e.c.onomy
o n any awa.Jtd that' we. may maQe.. But in the.
pJte.J.>e.nt c.onniic.t bdWe.e.n doing jUllUC.e. to
gJtOUp.6 on wage. e.a.Jtne.Jt.6 and adcUng to inn~on,
"we. bme.ve. that oUJt duty i.6 to the. nOJtme.Jt. ,,18
~

These tensions provide threads to understand over sixty years of wage
decisions. The whole period establishes a system of determination in which
arbitration has played a key role. The state has been in a pivotal position,
through intervention by government and the contribution of the "relatively
autonomous" Arbitration Connnission.
The state, through the Connnission and the government, has played the
dual and sometimes contradictory role by intervening at times to encourage
wage equity and cost-~elated adjustment and at other times to force wage
reduction in a period of downturn. 19
Wage Indexation 1975-1980
The Whitlam Government came to office in 1972 at the end of the long
second period of wage determination (1954-1974) where the tendency towards
collective bargaining and earnings drift had become a feature. This tendency
was confirmed for a period after the breakdown of the 1967 Metal Trades
Award and the defeat of the penal powers. 20 These industrial victories
placed workers and their unions in a favourable position to respond to the
building inflationary trends of the early 1970s.
Significant inflation became evident in 1970. In particular food
prices, clothing and household goods prices were on the increase. This the
Whitlam Labor Government inherited. 21 The "wages explosion" of 1974 is
directly related to this. The contribution of wages in an inflationary "wageprice" spiral in 1974 is contested by few, although the initial pressures
were arguably international and cost-based. 22 Furthermore, the coincidence
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of inflation and a stagnating economy led many to draw links between inflation
and employment. In this context Minister for Labour and Industry, Clyde
Cameron, proposed a system of wage indexation. 23 It was a return to the sort
of centralised system that the union movement had been arguing for since the
abandonment of the indexation of the basic wage in 1953. 2 4
Hence, after a time of discussion and compromise between the ACTU and
the Labor Government, the Arbitration Conunission introduced on April 30,
1975 a wage indexation package acceptable to the parliamentary and union wings
of the labour movement. It allowed wage increases on three grounds:
(1)

general wage increases to compensate for price increases;

(2)

general wage increases to reflect increased national productivity;

(3)

individual award increases for work value changes and special
circumstances.

In addition there were to be a number of very clear "trade offs" for the
trade union movement. Specifically there were the cuts in the income tax
levels for November 1974 which the unions agreed to consider in lieu of indexation for the final 1974 quarter and the implementation of what the Conunission
called "supporting mechanisms ..• to ensure the viability" of the wage indexation package. 25 These mechanisms included government support for and intervention in indexation cases before the Conunission, support for the principles
of indexation in the public sector, a supporting prices mechanism through the
Prices Justification Tribunal (PJT) and a continuing sympathetic approach to
income tax reform. 26
The system of indexation, after being questioned several times in its
history by variously the Conunission, the employers, the unions and the (later
Liberal) government, was formally ended on July 31, 1981 27 by a decision of
the Conunission which decided that:
".the c.omrrU;tment 06 .the paJtticJ.pal'l.-t6 .to .the
.61jJ.dem M VLO.t .6:DtOVLg eVLough .to .6U.6.tcvlVL .the
JtequVtemel'l.-t6 60Jt i l l c.onUVLued OpeJtaliOVL •••
FOJt .the.6e Jtea.6O/1.6 we have decJ.ded .that .the
.time ha.6 c.ome ~oJt U.6 .to abandoVL .the iVLdexalio VL ..61j.6.tem" • 18
The major features of the indexation experience for the purposes of this
examination are the emergence and maintenance of partial and plateau indexation and the consequent real wage reduction this caused, the nevertheless
remarkable level of conformity to the guidelines by the union movement, the
deflationary effect of the package particularly in its first two years, the
failure and undermining of the "supporting mechanisms" by the Liberal and
National Country Party coalition government particularly the scrapping of
the PJT, the abandonment of tax indexation and the generally belligerent and
anti-union industrial relations stance of the government and the employer
groups.
For the labour movement then the indexation experience was a mixed one.
On the one hand it showed that the formal institutions of the state can easily
be turned against the interests of wage and salary earners - in this case to
institute wage cuts and to heighten the level of industrial conflict. On the
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other hand however, the indexation package showed that a Labor government
could have at its disposal some mechanism to assist in the stabilisation
and equitable adjustment of wages during difficult economic times. Further
it increased the co-ordinating role of the ACTU and gave it new prominence and
respect in the national political arena, and showed the potential at least of
wider labour movement agreements.
Proposals for a Prices and Incomes Policy
Diverse sources in the l-abour movement began an assessment of the Whitlam
Labor Government economic and industrial experience and drew conclusions
which, when coupled with the lessons of the operations and fate of wage
indexation, were similar to those of Ralph Willis, who said in 1979 when
surveying the prospects for a future Labor government that:

" ••• nundame.n.;ta.i. :to :the. ab-LU.:ty on a Laboft
Gove.Jtnme.n:t :to achie.ve. a fte.:tuJtn :to any:thing
appftoaching nuLt e.mp.toyme.n:t •.• ..i.6 .6ub.6:tan:Ua.t
co-ope.Jtation betwe.e.n gove.ttnme.n:t and :the. :tJtade.
UMon move.me.n:t, Oft:to put i l in :the. obveJL6e.
e.mp.toyme.n:t wi.t.t no:t be. ob:tainab.te.
e.ach .6ide. on :the. .taboUft move.me.n:t .6imp.ty gOe..6
on I doing ,,{;t6 OWn :thing I M WM ve.Jty much :the.
CM e. whe.n Laboft WM .tM:t in go ve.ftnme.n:t" • 29

nu.t.t

,

"'1P£. E'MR:Rd< OS
~c.'1 HAS
~Q.oTHlrJc.r!

in

!LT IT"'S

4€rn~J

"'T~~€.:

-
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The debate was difficult and at times bitter. In 1979 for example there
was a much publicised clash between the then ACTU President Bob Hawke and
Labor Leader Bill Hayden and much of the Left of the Labor movement, including
the metalworkers union, who opposed strongly the Willis type suggestions,
raising the spectre of the failed "social contract" in the United Kingdom.
Throughout 1979 and 1980 this continued. Labor went to the polls in late
1980 with an ACTU/Labor "accord" on prices and incomes, a vague, partly
worked out policy that was an electoral gimmick more than anything else. 30
The 1981 ACTU Congress provided the platform for the conclusions to be more
finely drawn. Cliff Dolan used his opening address to make it clear that
he believed most workers would not benefit under a system of "so-called
free collective bargaining". He was counterposing this view to the confrontationist, destabilising legislation then being proposed by Liberal Minister
for Employment and Industrial Relations, Ian Viner. Furthermore, he said:

"We .6hou1.d atoo .tr.emembe.tr. that wage.!.> and .6afMIj
.inC'Jtea.o e.!.> alone do not de.te..tr.m.ine the .6tandMd
06 Uv.ing 06 oUlt me.mbe..tr..6. In debating wage.!.>
and eQonom--lQ poUQIj we .6hou1.d keep .in m--lnd not
oMIj the wag e and .6 afMIj ea.tr.neM we .tr.ep.tr.e.6 en.t,
but tho.6 e who Me not able to eMn a wage o.tr.
.6afMIj. "
Dolan went on to urge the Congress to opt for the maintenance of an
"equitable method of wage fixation".31 Hayden and Hawke, representing the
Parliamentary Labor Party, put similar positions to the Conference, arguing
that only a Labor government offered the chance for co-operation between
unions, employers and government in a fair and equitable system of wage
fixation.
In late August 1981 the re-convened Australian Labor Advisory Committee
(ALAC) began discussion on developing a prices and incomes policy for the next
election. The ALAC sub-committee of Bob Hawke, Bill Hayden, Ralph Willis,
Jan Marsh, Bill Kelty and Charlie Fitzgibbon worked on this in the context of
increasing economic crisis and a realisation of the extent of the crisis by
the trade union movement.
ALAC released its Discussion Paper on Economic Policy in June 1982.
This forms the basis of the prices and incomes agreement that Labor will
take to the March 5 election, and that will undo~~tedly be ratified by the
Special Unions Conference of February 21 and 22.
Before looking at the ALAC document we should note that the contribution
of the Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union (AMWSU) to the
economic policy and incomes policy debate has shifted the political ground
of that debate markedly. The AMWSU's 35 hour week and "social wage"
campaigns330gether with its negotiation of the new Metal Trades Award in
late 1981
and the launching of Australia on the Rack helped to broaden
the incomes policy coalition. Australia ort the Rack 34 first put the prices
and incomes proposal into the public spotlight. There, the union sets out
the basis of the claims it believes workers "should go for" in the context
of a Labor/unions agreement on wages, the "social wage 35 and economic policy.
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Stating that "the policies of the ACTU provide the logical basis" for
the determination of the "sort of issues to be covered by an agreement and
the claims to be made on these," the publication lists the following for
action:
(1)

a wages claim for the restoration of real wage rates;

(2)

full automatic adjustment based on CPI increases and increases based upon
national productivity growth;

(3)

automatic adjustment to social welfare benefit payments after equalisation of benefits (such as unemployment benefits), the raising of
pensions to 30 percent of average earnings and extending of eligibility
requirements;

(4)

the re-establishment of a universal health care system along the lines
of Medibank;

(5)

tax reform including tax indexation, the introduction of a broadly based
wealth tax and capital gains tax, the imposition of a resources tax or
excess profits tax, closing off tax avoidance options and a review of
the indirect tax base; and

(6)

price control through a strengthened PJT and Trade Practices Legislation.

These income related claims, the union argues, must be a part of a broader
approach to economic and industry policy based upon a commitment to full
employment and industrial planning through tri-partiteplanning agreements
between employers, government and the unions. The capacity of workers and
their unions to make informed and useful decisions should be strengthened
through the legislation for, "workers' rights to information and decisions
at present exclusively held by management". Using this sort of formula, the
union believes that it will be possible to reach industry agreements which
protect workers from the brunt of technological change, structural shifts
in the international economy and work health and stress hazards while
increasing national productivity and growth. 36
The AMWSU is clear but not dogmatic about these proposals for a negotiated agreement with Labor in government. "Those fundamentals to agreement
are not negotiable but the timing of them is,,,37 concludes Australia on the
Rack. Obviously, it is not only the Labor Party in parliament that has
learned from experience. The metalworkers union recognises the enormity
of the task and the difficulties Labor will face in office, Nevertheless,
a commitment and movement should be made by Labor. Laurie Carmichael,
Assistant National Secretary of the AMWSU has said that the progress of
an incomes agreement "will need to be measured but not so measured that it
can't be seen. Working people must be able to see the overall agreement
workiI!g to their benefit".
The AMWSU's initiative has now been taken over by the more formal and
limited ALAC, Labor and ACTU negotiations and by developments in the ACTU's
approach to wages policy in the period of economic crisis.
The ALAC document presents "a mutually agreed policy on prices and
incomes (as offering) the best prospect of enabling Australia to experience
prolonged higher rates of economic and employment growth, and accompanying
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growth in living standards, without incurring the circumscribing penalty of
higher inf1ation."38 A list of areas for agreement:
(1)

the setting up of a pricing authority to review price increases with
the assistance of the States;

(2)

strengthened trade practices legislation;

(3)

a return to centralised wage fixation at which full cost of living
adjustments will be strongly advocated;

(4)

surveillance of non-wage incomes;

(5)

restructuring the tax scales, moves to clamp down on tax avoidance and
evasion and an application of an effective tax on capital gains;

(6)

improvement in the social wage such as the setting up of a health
insurance scheme; and

(7)

"supportive policies" in "areas of mutual interest" such as industrial
relations legislation and others. The prices and incomes policy is
to be implemented via continuous consultation, especially through a
tri-partite Economic Planning Advisory Council (EPAC) and related bodies~9

The Labor Party's stated economic policy is not as specific as this. It
does commit a Labor government to increases in social wage spending, including
a health insurance scheme and it does offer a consultative, tri-partite
approach to economic planning through EPAC.
Further,the section on prices
and incomes policy provides for guidelines for price, wage and non-wage
income movements, public surveillance of key prices and non-wage incomes
and for "maintenance of real wages" over time.40
In recent months the ACTU has taken the issue further. In response to
the crisis of unemployment and as a counter to the Fraser Government's wage
freeze it has put forward the proposition of a "national emp1oyment"fund to
be partially funded by wage and salary earners foregoing a percentage of tax
indexation. 41 It has also demanded a place in economic decision-making by
seeking trade union participation at any economic conference the Fraser
Government proposes. 42
The various proposals for a prices and incomes policy for the labour
movement differ on several issues - maintenance of "money" wages or "real"
wages, level of commitment to the social wage etc. Clearly the Labor Party's
conception is the dominant one at this stage, and that is qualified subject
to the outcome of the national economic conference. The ALAC and ACTU
versions provide a role for a broad trade union determination and the AMWSU
proposal gives scope for a left input.
Despite their differences and their relative sketchiness the variety of
incomes policy proposals can be looked at as a group with common links.
Principally they are all part of the labour movement response to the current
malaise of the Australian economy. They all draw their source from the lessons
of Australian wage fixation history and the experiences of the last Labor
Government and they all, within the context of combatting inflation, promoting
emp10yment,maintaining and contributing to overall economic planning and
development, fit into the broad definition of "incomes policy" as used by
Wright and Apple: namely incomes policies are:
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"poUue;., whvr.e the State, thJtou.gh evr.c.oUfl.agemevr..t, leg.i6latiovr., M avr. employvr. Oft V"La.
the j u.cUua.Jty, deUb vr.a..tely .6 eek.6 to "Lvr. 6lu.evr.c.e
tHe ou..tc.ome 06 labou.Jt maJtke.t vr.egotia.ti.ovr..6. ,,43
The way is clear for a labour movement negotiated agreement on prices,
incomes and the economy. The agreement will be promoted as a centre-piece
of Labor's electoral package and there seems little doubt that it will be
electorally advantageous. But is an electoral advantage enough for a
party that is seeking at least some measure of control over and leverage
to change the workings of the Australian economy? Winning government
certainly does not guarantee that opportunity for a party of Labor's type.
Neither does winning government with just the promise of an agreement. The
agreement must stick and it must have content if it is to be more than an
electoral trick. It must have identifiable short term and longer term
consequences if it is to last. This paper now turns to some of the consequences for the politics of the labour movement that may be found within
the process of the agreement.
PRICES AND INCOMES POLICY AND SOCIALIST POLITICS
Labor's socialist objective is as follows :44

"The Al.L.6.tJtaUavr. Laboft PM.ty .•. hM the objec..:tlve
06 the domoc.JtaUc. .6outttiAa..tLon 06 "Lvr.dl.L.6.tJty,
pftodu.c.Uovr., d.i6tnibution a.vr.d exc.havr.ge, to the
extevr..t vr.ec.e;.,.6 aJty to eL[m"Lvr.a..te exploUatio n avr.d
othvr. avr.ti -.6 0 ua.l 6ea..tu.Jte;., "Lvr. the;., e 6"Leldo."
To achieve this objective the following particular principles are put
forward along with some eighteen others :

"RecLL6tnibutiovr. 06 poLi:Uc.a.l a.vr.d ec.onom,[c. powvr.
.60 that a.U membV1..6 06 .6oue.ty have the OPPOfttunUy to pcvz.;ttupate "Lvr. the .6ha.p"Lng and c.ovr..tJtol
06 the "Lvr..6~0 vr..6 and ftelwo vr..6 hip.6 whic.h
de.tV1.mine theJJz. Uve;., •.•

The appUc.atiovr. 06 democ.Jtac.y "Lvr. "Lvr.dl.L.6.tJty to "Lnc.JteMe
the oppo!t.tu.vU;t,lu 60ft people to woftk "Lvr. .6a..t.i6 6Y"Lng,
hea.l:thy and humavr.e c.o vr.dLti..o vr..6, and to pCUt-t1.cJ..pa..te
"Lvr. and to "Lvr.c.Jtea..6 e theJJz. c.o n.tJtol 0 veft the dew"Lo vr.makivr.g pftoc.e;.,.6 e;., a66e@vr.g them •••
The fte;.,tofta..Uon and maivr..tena.vr.c.e 06 6ull employmevr..t .•.
The aboUUon 0 -6 po vV1..ty , and the ac.hievemevr..t 06
gftea..tvr. equ.aLi:ty "Ln the cLL6tnibutio vr. 06 "Lnc.ome,
weaLth avr.d oppo!t.tu.Mty. 1/45
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The key criteria here are:
(1)

socialisation;

(2)

democracy;

(3)

redistribution of wealth and power, both political and economic; and

(4)

the abolition of poverty.

They can be used to understand the extent to which proposals are socialist
in their direction and content. Having referred to these "yardsticks" the
discussion should now move to an examination of the proposal for a negotiated
incomes policy in the context of the objective of socialism. Two important
concepts, developed elsewhere in discussions of incomes policies, inform the
examination. They are the conc~pt of IIcorporatismll, as used by Leo Panitch
and Colin Crouch 4o and "Statism", as employed by Phil Leeson, David Purdy,
Paul Hirst and others. 47 I will also make some reference to the concept .
of "labourism", as used by Hagan to describe the history of the Australian
trade union movement. 48
As used by Panitch in his studies IIcorporatism" is "a political structure
within advanced capitalism which integrates organized socioeconomic producer
groups through a system of representation and co-operation mutual interaction
at the leadership level and of mobilization and social control at the mass
level. ,,49 Crouch's working definition is quite similar, corporatism being:
"the hierarchical, non-conflictual integration of the state and organised
groups representative of both capital and labour."SO Both Panitch and
Crouch use the concept of corporatism to understand political and industrial
developments in Britain and by extension, the rest of capitalist Western
Europe.
They identify the increasing role played by the state in British economic
social and industrial policy, especially since World War 11. In conjunction
with this increasing state intervention, they note the acceptance by the trade
union movement of the parameters of bargaining under capitalism. Alongside
this acceptance however, the strength and wage-related militancy of the trade
union movement has grown since the defeated general strike of 1926. Workers,
as a rule, had been able to struggle successfully for wages under the rules
of prospering post-war capitalism. It is no longer the case however that
contemporary capitalism can withstand militant wage demands and at the same
time maintain rates of profit and investment a satisfactory balance of payments, hold down inflation and control the level of unemployment. Panitch
and Crouch argue that corporatism is the capitalist response. Through the
incorporation of workers' organisations alongside employers and the state in
the so-called "national interest" the ability of the working class to independently act is curtailed.
Bringing unions into an agreement on incomes is the most important and
effective way of tying them into a corporatist political structure. That
is, an incomes agreement brings unions, employers and the state together to
develop and.administer a wages policy in which the unions principal task is
to ensure rank and file acceptance. Panitch argues that "a voluntary incomes
policy is an integrative operation without peer ••• (it) operates by acting
on workers collectively, in that it seeks to modify the wage bargaining
behaviour of the trade unions. The union is the direct object of the incomes
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policy and it must ultimately be the vehicle for administering the policy to
the rank and file ••• As such, incomes policy involves the explicit acceptance
by the organised working class of the claim that there is a community of
interests within existing society."Sl
The actual result of this tendency towards corporatism in Britain was
the "incomes policy" experiment of the Labour Governments of the 1960's
"social contract" of the 1970s.S 2 During these periods the Labour Government
and the trade union movement entered into agreements on wage restraint in
return for guarantees of the maintenance of real earnings, moves to redistribute wealth, greater government - union - employer consultation and
the introduction of industrial democracy and industry plans. The result was
far different to the promise. The union movement eventually pulled out of
the agreements, largely at the insistence of their rank and file members who
had ,become disillusioned with Labour and aggravated at real wage reductions
and the failure of the other promises to bear fruit. This is the "social
contract" as the British left has come to see it. It has come to almost
define the worst kind of working class incorporation into the system of
capitalist industrial relations.
For Panitch and Crouch this is one possible result of corporatist
developments in contemporary capitalism. The other possible result is the
relatively successful attempt at integrating the union movement into
corporatist structures as has been the case in Sweden, Scandanavia, West
Germany and elsewhere. Crouch has looked at these developments arguing
that in general, these governments have been "drawn towards corporatist
politics, not as a result of grand destgn ••• rather, they have been drawn
to them is crises .•. as they have sought to re-institutionalise conflict."S3
Panitch agrees, corporatism "appears to be associated with the attempt to
'contain the political and economic strength of the working class" developed
since the War. S4
At this point the two corporatist theorists diverge. After recognlslng
that corporatism is principally a flexible response to working class advances
Panitch then goes on to place his hopes upon the economist wage based
militancy that it seeks to incorporate while Crouch sees limitations in
that approach.
Panitch argues that there are limits to corporatism in the very tensions
it seeks to resolve. Basic class antagonisms are such that workers will
refuse to accept the ultimate restraint that must eventually come with
corporatist incomes policies. They will break out of it, as indeed they did
in the British case. Furthermore, they will break out of it principally
because of the inherent wage based militancy of workers under capitalism.
"Any explanation of the instability of quasi-corporatism," he says "must
deal ultimately with why wage demands arise at the base."SS Wage militancy
is the basic expression of workers under capitalism because the wage is the
principal return for the individual worker. Panitch quotes Gorz to this
effect.

Gorz's comment is well worth noting:

"(Wage.) demand6 .tJz.a.n.6la.:te. :the. de.6JAe. :to be. pCV[d
muc.h a.6 p0.6.6,[ble. non :the. time. bung lO.6:t, :the.
line. bung wa.6:te.d, :the. libe.!L:ty bung a.liena.:te.d
,[n wo nfU.ng und en .6 uc.h c.o nd,[tio n.6 : :to be. pCV[d a.6
muc.h a.6 pOM,[ble. no:t be.c.a.u..6 e. :the. wonk.e.M vafue.
wage.6 (mone.y and i l l it c.a.n buy) above. e.veny:thing
d.6e., but be.c.a.u..6e., at :the. pne.6e.nt .6:tage. 06 union
ac.tivit 0 nly :the. puc.e. 0 -6 .ta.bon powen may be.
~pute. with manage.me.nt, but no:t c.ontnol ove.n
:the. c.o nd.L:ti..o n.6 and na.:tune. 06 wo nk.. "S 6
.
a.6

2,

Panitch posits new revolutionary leadership as the answer to the impasse
that he sets up. The Labour Party in Britain is not the answer but there
is a need for "a political party which would maintain and give focus to
industrial militancy" so as to avoid "yet another phase of quasi-corporatist
policies."S7 In Panitch's understanding tpis leadership could take the
British working class out of their economist militancy or the Scandanavian
working class out of their corporatist trap.
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Crouch has a less "grand" V1.S1.on. He diverges after accepting that
corporatist political strategies are a class recognition of working class
and union strength and that they therefore embody within them basic class
antagonisms. He argues that the tensions within the corporatist political
structure of an incomes agreement can be exploited by the working class
organisations. Arguing that most modern day industrial relations systems
are strategies for subordinating labour and that the unions can exploit the
contradictions within such systems, Crouch puts forward the option of
"bargained corporatism" which involves:

"ac.c.e.ptanc.e. by uyumu, 0 nf.J e.veJw.1 f.J:tJtcde.g..te.f.J whlc.h,
c.ompane.d w..t;th libeJtal c.oile.ct[v..tf.Jm (n~e.e. c.oile.etive.
bangairU.ng), C.OYl.f.J.tU:.ute. a f.Je.t-bac.k. no~ (wo~k.e.M')
in:t~e.f.J;t6.
But U WO hold6 out -the. c.ha.nc.e. 06
advanc.u . •.
"(UniOYl.f.J mu.f.J:t e.xc.hange.) :the. pOM..tbUfty 06 g~e.a.:t~
..tnnlue.nc.e. and mo~e. and b~oad~ pow~ nO~
:thw me.mbe.M in :the. wo~k.-plac.e., bu.t a.:t :the. f.Jame.
time. :to ac.c.e.p:t mo~e. ~u~n:t, a mo~e. obviou.f.J ~ole.
60~ -the. unioYl.f.J in ~u~aining :thw me.mbe.M, mo~e.
f.J:ta.:te. in:t~6 ~e.nc.e. and 6u.lle.~ ac.c.e.p:ta.n.c.e. 06 :the.
indu.f.J~ o~d~ and ill ptUoJUt.[u. "58
po~c.a..t

Crouch offers this possibility as a way to "open up a chink of light in what
is otherwise a tight, closed system." He therefore poses active union
intervention in the corporatist incomes policy structure as the only way of
advancing workers interests. Although he advances this in a very tentative,
almost pessimistic light, we find little hope in Panitch's militant rejection-ism. "No moderation without participation" is the slogan he chooses to
describe his po~ition.59
The corporatist concept can help us to understand the Australian incomes
policy options a little, but only a little.
Both Panitch and Crouch very usefully point out that the trade unions of
contemporary capitalist societies have long accepted the "rules of the game"
of those societies. This has meant that their principal function has been
to bargain within a capitalist framework. They have also pointed to the
militancy and strength of many of these same unions. Both of these observations are true of Australia. The Australian union movement could easily
slide into further integration into a corporatist structure, especially if
such a structure gave a role to the historically accepted Commission. On
the other hand, the industrial strength and willingness to act of the Australian movement is set. This could lead to tensions in the system tending
toward the breakdown predicted by Panitch.
We can conclude therefore, that there are indeed tendencies towards
corporatist integration in the trade union movement. In the perspective of
the socialist objective of Labor these tendencies should be combatted as a
threat to the increasing participation in and redistribution of political
power the objective seeks. A socialist approach to incomes policy needs to
take this into account. But need it reject an incomes policy on these grounds?
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Further, on the corporatist threat, it is certainly the case that the
parliamentary Labor Party is keen to see the unions involved in a prices
and incomes policy which in no way threatens the capitalist perogatives of
private profit decision-making or the "right" to employ labour. Panitch
would argue that this is corporatist integration at work through a social
democratic working class leadership.
The problem with Panitch's view on this and his overall concept of
corporatism however, is that really it does very little other than to observe
the recent British experience and then project it as the model "social
contract" variant of corporatism. To say that the British experiments failed
and that the Labour leadership had a very restricted view of the contract is
to do just that - say it, and little else. The alternative that Panitch
offers is equally as disappointing; that is in the short term return to the
militancy of economist wage demands while seeking to build leadership. That
effectively returns the workers to battle in the free market. Moreover, it"
allows employers and the state to take the initiative in developing and
pushing the corporatist trend. That employers and the state will do this
is not at question - the will always have a policy on incomes, as Nolan and
Sheehan have argued.
Panitch's approach is effectively an abstentionist one, dressed up with
militant terminology. In terms of an understanding of the socialist objective it offers little else than a re-statement of the objective itself - it
makes the objective an article of faith, a hope based upon wage militancy in
the short term and new leadership in the longer term.
Crouch offers more. His view of the contradiction inherent in the incomes
policy corporatist structure sees within it some movement and change. It is
not a view of fixed contradictory blocs like that of Panitch, rather it is a
view of a process of tension and changing balance of forces. This more
dynamic view of the politics of incomes policies is taken up by those theorists who employ the concept of statism. This concept helps us to understand
the socialist content of a labour movement approach to incomes policy.
It has been advanced by English marxist Phil Leeson in addressing the
British experience of the social contract and proposing a socialist response
to it. 60 Based on the recognition that there is a historically evolved state
sector and state intervention in the economy of contemporary Western society,
"statism" is used to denote "the complex of state activities observed in the
twentieth century.,,61 Leeson looks at the range of activities that the modern
state is involved in such as state run corporations, state regulation or state
provided social welfare provisions and argues that statism:

"c.l..eaJ1.-f.Jj hall pJLogJLeA.6ive CLttJUbCLteA whic.h c.apdaLL6m
dOeA not PO.6.6eA.6. It i.6 able to expand PJLoduction in
c.eJLtain .6pheJLe.!.> whic.h c.apdali.6m nind.6 d citnfiic.uLt
to c.ope with. It tend.6 to lead towaJLd.6 a .6tab~y
and pJLecitc.tabilily 0 n ec.o nomic. ac.livdy. I t hall led
to an impJLovement in the cit.6tJLibution
inc.ome,to
the eJLacitc.ation
ab.6olCLte poveJLty, and, hall been
Ve.!1.y muc.h involved in thi.6 c.entulLy'.6 JLi.6 e in living
.6tandMd.6. The .6tep by .6tep inc.JLealle in .6tate action

on

on
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impUe..6 -6ome. de.gJte.e. 0 n unde.Mtanding 0 n -60 c.ia1..
pJtoc.e..6-6 e..6, OJt at le.a-6t the. pO-6-6ibiUty 0 n ac.qu..bUng
it, and the. powe.Jt to ac.t on that unde.Mtanding, a1.l
on whic.h Me. de.nie.d to the. c.apitaLL6t -6y-6te.m a-6 -6uc.h. ,,62
While recognising the major limitations of current state activity and its
generated rules of bureaucracy, Leeson argues further that:

" ... the.Jte. -6 e.e.mto be. good gJtound6 noJt be.Ue.ving that
ju.-6t a-6 -6t~m gJtOW-6 within c.apilaL-L6m -60 the. c.oncL.LU.on-6
nOJt -6oua1..i-6m gJtow w..J:hin -6tatu.,m. State. ac;t,tvily
involve..6 gJtowth, howe.ve.Jt impe.Jtne.c.t, in the. unde.Mtanding
On -60 ua1.. pJto c.e..6-6 e..6 and in the. ac.c.e.ptanc.e. that -60 ual
pJtoble.m-6 c.an be. de.a1.t w..J:h by -6oua1.. ac;t,ton. Eac.h
ac.tivity involve..6 -6ome. Jte.ne.Jte.nc.e. to -6oua1.. poUc.y, -6ome.
awMe.ne..6-6 0 n the. p0-6-6ibiUty 0 nthe. pubUc. tafUng an
attilude.. Many 0 n the..6 e. ac;t,tvJ..tie..6 Me. pie.c.e.me.al,
Jte.ac;t,tve. annain-6 but the.iJt muttipUc.ation plac.e..6 moJte.
thoJtoughgoing, long-te.Jtm~ qUe..6tiOn-6 on to the. age.nda
nOJt pubUc. cJ,.U, c.u.Mio n. ,,6
Here Leeson is essentially taking up points made by another Marxist, Nicos
Pbulantzas. Poulantzas' past work stressed the contradictory nature of
the state, its class nature and the struggle of class forces within state
institutions. Recognising the tendency towards increasing state activity
and centralisation under contemporary canitalism, he poses the threat of
"authoritarian statism", a social formation where the centralised state
becomes dominant. It is essential then, he argues, to extend the democratic
and socialist tendencies in state activity in the battle against authoritarian
statism. 64 In Australia Frank Stilwell has argued for a strategy based upon
"accentuating"the:potentially socialist aspects of "existing institutions",65
while Hopkins and Curtain argue for a programme of "Holland-type nationalisation and planning initiated not by government but by organised labour itselfQ6
There is a coalescing of ideas here. Firstly there is a developing
notion that the shift from capitalism to socialism does not involve abrupt
rupture but a process of transition where the socialist elements and practices
within capitalism are extended and transformed. Secondly, between this view
and Crouch's view of "bargained" corporatism, there is some common ground,
that being the dynamic view of change and the recognition of the balance of
class forces within a political structure. Crouch's problem is that the
corporatist view leaves an inflexible role for the state, merely leaving
it to play a role within the corporatist structure.
Purdy, writing in the same volume as Leeson uses this concept to look
at incomes policy or "social contract" proposals. He argues very strongly
that it is wrong to see a "great divide" between capitalism and socialism,
a view which allows many to see the need for a planned incomes policy and
economic policy under socialism but support only free wage bargaining under
capitalism.
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On the contrary he argues there are "growing points of socialism within
capitalism" and the "social contract" provides many of them:

"A .6ouaf c.orz;tJcac;t i.6 no.t an u.npieMan.t expecUen.t
de.6igned .to c.ope wi.th a .6hon.i-.tenm innia.t£onany
cJvL6i.6, bu..t JtepJte.6en.t.-6 a .6.tage in .the .6o~a.Uon
06 .the advanc.ed c.api.tafi.6.t ec.onomy. ,,67
.
Thus, labour union participation in the social contract should be encouraged,
alongside campaigns to extend the democratic and socialist tendencies in
other state functions. Retaining an attachment to free bargaining would
amount to an acceptance of "the land of capitalism where the distribution
of rewards and life chances is governed by privilege, luck and force.
These ideas have been raised by Apple, Higgins, Wright and others. They
argue that the Swedish incomes policy, rooted firmly in a broader economic'
planning package as the "co-ordination of wages policy with economic policy
at large," is carrying out the erosion of capitalism through questioning and
taking over, under social control, the formerly private employer perogatives
to private property, control over the means of production, create jobs and
joblessness and overall economic decision making. 68
Statism and the Labour Movement Prices and Incomes Agreement
This paper has argued that the key component parts of Labor's socialist
objective are socialisation, democracy and redistribution of power and wealth.
A strategic approach to the objective would concern itself with how to go
about putting the Labor Party and the broader labour movement in a more
favourable position to encourage democracy, socialisation and redistribution
in Australian society. The statist analysis offers just that strategic
approach. In the terms of the socialist objective it argues that socialisation, democracy and redistribution can be encouraged by extending the
trends already existing in Australian capitalism. A labour movement
negotiated or "social" agreement does contain these trends and they can,
through labour participation, be extended.
Indeed it is the case that these trends exist; as Purdy has noted above
an agreement of this kind is a "stage in the socialisation" of the economy.
In its most basic form an agreement recognises a wider social view of income
distribution and wage relativities, it places incomes policy within the
context of economic policy as a whole, it stresses the broad social responsibilities of all participants and in return affords greater rights to
workers and unions and it places a central coordinating role in the ambit
of the state. Many privileges are taken out of private hands and placed in
the social arena. There a redistribution and socialisation of power and
responsibility occurs, a redistribution of income occurs and the content
of the process is potentially democratic.
This view of an agreement takes all of the current proposals into account.
At their basic level they are all consistent with the further socialisation
and democratisation of economic planning and industrial relations and can be
extended further in the direction of socialism. This "statist" view of the
agreement is therefore consistent with and favourable for the socialist
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objective. It follows that a socialist approach would be to support the
calls for an agreement on prices and incomes in the context of wider economic
planning while all the time seeking to expand and extend the components
and process of the agreement.
Nevertheless, one should be wary of the problems of such an agreement
stagnating in the corporatist impasse suggested by Crouch and Panitch. The
notion of extending the agreement is then very important for an approach
which sees the socialist objective as its motivation. The components of the
agreement suggested by the AMWSU campaign are useful in this regard. They
seek to extend the basic agreement in several ways. Similar proposals have
come from the Sydney based Transnational Co-operative. 69
Firstly, the proposals seek to extend the very definition of what income
security actually involves. By putting forward the social wage as part of
income there is then a recognition that a large and growing part of the
current state activity involves the provision of the social wage. As well
as assisting to maintain basic living standards for wage and salary earners
this has implications for our strategic considerations. It confirms a new
and expanded area for union struggle in the mainstream of politics, and,
precisely because it is the state that primarily provides the social wage
an emphasis on consolidating that part of income involves a consolidation
of' the state role itself.
Secondly, there is an attempt to extend the range of negotiable topics.
The social wage is one, but there are others such as taxation and financial
reform for example, which again can legitjmise new areas for worker and
union intervention. This is really the point that Gorz was moving to in
the passage quoted by Panitch; that unions should legitimately take on a
wider social role than that of simply fighting wage demands.
Developing a ~ew and expanded role for trade unions is very important
if Australian unions are to avoid sliding easily into corporatism or doggedly
sticking to old, limited perspectives. The paper has noted already the
ease with which the trade union movement historically accepted the key role
of the state in industrial relations working through the Commission. Hagan's
understanding of the ideology of "labourism" helps to explain the directionless politics the labour movement could find itself left with if it refuses
to accept the challenge provided by the "new" trade unionism being put
forward by the "agreement" proposal.
Labourism, the traditional ideology of Australian unions and Labor
Party, sees a very important yet quite narrowly defined role for trade
unions - that is to bargain with employers on issues of wages and conditions
in the workplace. According to Hagan, Labourism's "central principle was
that the capitalist state could be managed to the advantage of working men
(sic) by a combination of a strong trade union movement with a parliamentary
Labor Party .•• Labourism held that fair dealing was available and obtainable
in a capitalist society."70 Within this ideology there are set roles for the
trade unions and parliamentary party. The unions have the task of looking
after the workers' basic lot and the Labor Party has the task of governing
in their general interest. Their respective roles are seen as complementary
but nonetheless distinct.
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Such a position currently has its "leftist" and "rightist" variants,
both problematic. The right version sees unions as keeping their place
and parliamentary gove~nment as sovereign - it is the arena where political
decision making should be kept. Such a view can be invoked (and often is)
to undermine popular movements seeking to devolve decision making power to
local populations or social organisations and to put a stopper upon extraparliamentary activity that goes beyond the stage of pressuring or lobbying
government. The "left" version has unions playing a key role in the class
battle with employers and, if they are sufficiently organised, winning the
battle to gain wage rises, etc. Worker militancy, expressed through
industrial struggles, is the high point of this variant. Under capitalism
the class struggle then means the industrial battles of employee versus
employer.
The problem with these labourist views from a socialist standpoint is
that they leave workers and their unions little alternative but to struggle
on in the manner they have long been accustomed to. The "rightist" version
leaves no avenue but disillusionment and oppositionism when the Labor
government fails to "come up with the goods". Hore importantly, the "leftist"
variant leaves workers with a purely peicemeal, sectional approach that is
inherently defensive and reactive. In effect workers through their unions
can only mobilise to try and get something out of the capitalist system
that they are a part of, that is daily imposed on them and that they have
no say in directing. Horeover, as Purdy points out, "contemporary wage
bargaining is a social practice in which militancy is continually mobilised
and simultaneously contained."7l That means that the high point of left
labourism as described here - worker industrial militancy - is continually
fueled then frustrated.
It is necessary to break out of the circle of mobilisation followed by
containment and frustration. The prices incomes agreement can help to do
that by extending the role of workers' organisations beyond that of defence
against the reaction to the employing class and giving them an expanded and
creative economic and political role. It can, if carried out to the level
of union/government/employer negotiations and discussion, bring unions into
the economic policy planning areas as well. Unions would then have a much
expanded responsibility and a potentially creative economic role.
Thirdly, this extended role for unions should be seen as part of the
bargain for agreeing to orderly money wage fixation. Developing here is
a socialised and socially responsible notion of economic decision-making
where participants have both rights and responsibilities. If workers
unions are to accept greater social responsibilities they must demand
greater social rights.
Fourthly, an extension of workers rights and participation on the job
and in their unions is demanded. The extension of democracy in industry
planning, workplace industrial democracy and union decision-making is crucial
in this respect. This extended democracy is probably the most important
step that can be taken to counter the problem of the threat of corporatist
integration where workers would be subjected to the decisions of corporate
planners alone.
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Fifthly, the negotiated agreement must extend the practice of social
and economic planning in which the incomes component is a substantial part,
but only a part.
These are some of the demands and practices which could help to push
forward the prices and incomes agreement we will most likely see announced
in the coming months. Other demands have been raised in recent discussion.
These particularly relate to the public sector unions, the need for an examination of wealth in Australia through the setting up of a Royal Commission
by a Labor government and the need for the establishment of a "living
standards index" as a way to quantify and understand comparitively benefits
in the social wage and money wage areas. 72 These proposals are consistent
with the basic agreement and seek to build upon it in a way which recognises
its strengths and limitations.
This is the kind of approach that could be fruitfully taken up at Labor's
proposed National Economic Conference.
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Whether the labour movement has the strength, unity and foresight to
take some of these p.oints up remains to be seen. What is certain, is that
the issue of a prices and incomes agreement will not be easily shifted from
its now centre-stage position in Australian politics and industrial relations.
The continuing demands of industry and the economy will ensure that. The
most creative and forward thinking forces in Australian society will take up
the issue of prices and incomes in the context of greater economic rationality
and planning. Many would like the most creative and forward thinking force
to be a united labour movement.

Mark Burford.
February 14, 1983.
The author is a member of the staff of the Parliamentary Labor Party. The
views expressed above are his own and cannot be attributed to the Labor
Party. He can be contacted through Parliament House, Canberra.
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